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Abstract
Accurate classification of signals composed of two or more classification classes (e.g. biomedical imaging data
with pathological structures) might utilize a density that takes account of the signal acquisition process. A new
density based on a Gaussian PSF and another utilizing a phenomenological observation known as Benford’s Law
are presented. Histograms of filtered signals are compared with these densities. The results suggest that the Gaussian
PSF based density is somewhat better than the Benford’s Law density. Both approaches provide improved fits to
histograms from data convolved with a variety of different PSFs over an existing mixture formulation.
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Mixture Effects in FIR Low-Pass Filtered Signals
I. INTRODUCTION
THIS work is concerned with the estimation of prior mixture distributions used in the statistical analysis ofsignals that have been significantly affected by a low-pass Finite Impulse Response (FIR) process. Exemplar
applications where such signal analyzes are undertaken include the statistical classification of 3-D biomedical based
image data [1], 2-D satellite based image data [2] and alpha matte computation in video data [3]. The signal
acquisition process often affects the resultant data so that the signal magnitude close to an edge or boundary may
change due to blurring of the signal levels from the FIR filtering operation of the signal acquisition process, thus
making classification and quantification more complicated. To illustrate this, if one is concerned with the size of
a tumor located within a medical image, then prior knowledge of the governance of the true underlying signal
affected by the acquisition process will allow more accurate calculation of the probabilities of tumor presence in
individual voxels in the data space.
This work presents a new method for modeling the mixture prior density found in data samples, (e.g. pixels or
voxels) given a system Point Spread Function (PSF). It also relates an old phenomenological observation, namely
Benford’s Law, to the effects of the signal acquisition process, common to many signal acquisition devices.
A low-pass FIR process, when applied to a signal, produces blurring in the data. This blurring might occur as
a result of a signal acquisition process and is sometimes known as the Partial Volume (PV) effect in 3-D data or
mixed pixels (mixels) in 2-D image data. For the classification of such data, statistical analysis might utilize the
posterior density given Bayes’ theorem:
p(α|x) = p(x|α).p(α)
p(x)
, (1)
where p(α) is the prior mixing density for which α = (α1, ..., αm)T represents the amount of mixing that a single
signal element (such as a pixel) possesses for m components. p(x) represents the marginal density for the measured
signal and p(x|α) is the likelihood of obtaining a particular signal value given a set of particular mixture values.
This work is concerned with the underlying prior mixing density, p(α). Linear mixing is assumed, so that, for two
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classes, j and k, αj = 1−αk. This means α can be fully specified as a scalar value, α, resulting in a single-variate
prior probability, p(α). Initially p(α) is estimated analytically. The result of this analysis is then compared with the
proposed application of Benford’s Law. The applicability of these new results are then demonstrated on synthetic
volumetric image data, where the true prior densities are known.
II. THEORY
A. Gaussian Based Derivation of the Prior Density
If one considers an idealized bimodal signal to be characterized by a step edge composed of an infinite number
of frequencies, then the result of a band-limited signal acquisition process with a low-pass frequency FIR will
smooth the step-edge, thus reducing the higher-frequency components in the signal. To illustrate this, an idealized
noiseless edge with intensity values arbitrarily assigned to values of 0 and 1 can be described by:
f(x) =


1 for x > 0
0 for x ≤ 0
. (2)
If the low-pass FIR of the signal acquisition process can be characterized by a Gaussian PSF, h(x), (as often found
in image or signal acquisition systems), then equation 2 can be convolved with this kernel to obtain the idealized
noiseless representation of the signal post-acquisition:
y(x) =
∞∫
−∞
f(τ).h(x− τ).dτ
=
∞∫
0
1√
2.pi.σ2
. exp
(
−(x− τ)
2
2.σ2
)
.dτ. (3)
The result of this convolution, y(x), is given by evaluating equation 3 resulting in:
y(x) = 1/2
(
erf
(
x/
√
2.σ2
)
+ 1
)
, (4)
where erf(t) = 2√
pi
∫ t
0 exp
(−u2) .du is the Gaussian error function. It is now desirable to obtain a continuous
histogram model of the signal represented by equation 4. This can be considered as a function that describes the
proportion of the signal that occupies finite ranges of y(x). It can be determined by initially finding the inverse of
y(x), x(y) = y−1(x) and then dividing this inverse function into intervals, thus:
x(y) =
√
2.σ2.erf−1 (2.y − 1) , (5)
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where erf−1(t) is the inverse error function, so that erf(erf−1(t)) = t.
The frequency information of y(x) can be found by determining the distance x(y) travels in a small interval,
represented by D(y) ≈ x(y + δy) − x(y), and taking the limit of δy → 0 results in the first derivative of x(y),
D(y) ≈ dx(y)dy . Utilizing the result of Carlitz [4], the first derivative of the inverse error function is taken to be
derf−1(z)
dz =
√
pi
2 exp
(
erf−1(z)2
)
, and letting α = y so that:
pGauss(α = y) = CGj,k .
dx(y)
dy
∣∣∣∣
y=α
= CGj,k .
√
2.pi.σ2. exp
(
erf−1 (2.α− 1)2
)
, (6)
where CGj,k is a normalizing term for the above Gaussian based model. This result illustrates that the standard
deviation of the original convolution PSF, σ, has no affect on the shape of the resulting mixture density other than
to contribute a scaling parameter. This Inverse Cumulative Gaussian (ICG) density is illustrated in figure 1.
B. Benford’s Law
A phenomenological law, known as Benford’s Law, has previously been used to describe the natural ordering of
frequency data. Frank Benford originally discovered this phenomenological law in 1938. Benford initially suggested
the following equation [5]:
B(β) = log10
(
1 +
1
β
)
, (7)
where β = (0, 10). Benford observed the applicability of this law in numbers taken from newspapers, atomic
weights and black body radiation. This law can be extended to any number of digits, β = {β1, ..., βQ}, with
specific order, by the following [5], [6]:
B(β) = log10

1 +

 Q∑
q=1
βq.10
Q−q


−1
 . (8)
Hill in 1996 [6], provided an explanation of Benford’s Law by showing that if data comes from many different
distributions and is scale and base invariant then the overall distribution will tend towards Benford-like behavior.
Similarly, the result of the FIR filtering process on noiseless data produces data points that are governed by many
different distributions due to the large number of different edge or boundary configurations and the result of their
convolution with the PSF. The result of this filtering operation also produces histograms that are scale invariant
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(the histograms are not dependent on the size of the pixels or voxels) and base invariant (independent of the
number of signal levels between signal components j and k). As a result, one can consider the prior mixing
density to be composed of two equal, but symmetrically opposite ordered frequency components that are not
independently directly observable. If their range is (0, 1) then they are reflected about 0.5. Such a single ordered
frequency component relates the idealized (no-noise) low-pass filtered signal plotted against its relative frequencies,
for component j:
p(αj) = CBj . log10
(
1 +
1
µj
)
, (9)
where j is indicative of a particular signal component under consideration and CBj is a normalizing factor. The
scaled mixing term, µj , is given by µj = int((1 − αj).10p + 0.5) where p is the precision, int() results in the
integer part of the argument and αj = (0, 1). If the second signal component, k, is also considered, then the joint
probability results in:
p(αj , αk) = CBj,k .(
log10
(
1 +
1
µj
)
+ log10
(
1 +
1
µk
))
, (10)
where CBj,k is a normalizing term. This result is similar to the previously defined ICG density in equation 6, in
that equation 10 is scale invariant, i.e. there is no parameter to control the shape of the density. This Benford prior
density is also illustrated in figure 1.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
A χ2 Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) test of the two models described thus far, pGauss(α), the ICG prior density and
pBenford(α), the Benford prior density and a further density given in [2] has been performed on histograms produced
from simulated 3-D data. The simulated data consists of concentric spheroids with alternating intensities, j and k,
filtered with low-pass FIR filters designed using the Kaiser window method [7] to model a variety of FIR processes.
A. FIR Filter Design
The Kaiser window method calculates the signal domain filter coefficients, wδ by:
wδ(n) =
1
I0(δ)
.I0
(
δ.
√
1− 2.n
N − 1
)
(11)
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where n =
[−N2 , N2 ] is the co-efficient index. N is the window size and δ is used to express the maximal ripple or
side lobe magnitude as a fraction of the maximal pass band gain. I0(u) is the modified Bessel function of the first
kind, order 0. N and δ are calculated according to a well known algorithm (see for example [8]), where a further
parameter, the transition width, D, is required. This algorithm therefore enables us to design a low-pass FIR filter
with a variety of frequency and signal domain properties. The parameters of the windows that were designed for
this work can be seen in table I, where the transition width, D, is expressed as a fraction of the sampling rate.
For the first row in table I, i.e. δ = 9.0E−02, the filter function is equivalent to a boxcar [8]. A boxcar filter is
often used in synthetic data, such as computer graphics or simulation of the PV effect [9].
The fifth row in table I, i.e. δ = 1.1E−03, is closest to a Hamming window, w(n) = 0.54 + 0.46.cos(pi.n/N),
[8]. For the filter functions in rows 6 to 9 (δ > 1.1E − 03), the Kaiser window can be thought to approximate a
Gaussian window, which is a commonly assumed PSF in many imaging and signal processing applications. Figure
2 illustrates the Kaiser window function in the signal intensity domain, for the above three examples representing
the boxcar, Hamming and Gaussian window functions.
B. Prior Density Evaluation
The densities evaluated were the ICG mixture prior density given by equation 6; the Benford mixture prior
density given by equation 10; and for comparison, the Kitamoto Density [2]:
pKita(αj) = − 4.c
2
k
(bk + ck)2
. log(αj), (12)
where Kitamoto defined ck as the size of a pixel and bk as the size of the foreground object that has been subjected
to a smoothing process. For this particular density, Kitamoto asserted that the pixel size should be smaller than
the foreground object size, i.e. bk > ck. An observation with regards to this particular density is the fact that the
shape of the density is not affected by the parameters of the imaging process, i.e. ck and bk, similar to the densities
proposed in this work (equations 6 and 10). However, as can be seen from figure 1, the densities possess different
shapes in the tail regions and consequently different probabilities in the center region of each density, when fitted
to FIR filtered data.
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IV. RESULTS
An exemplar set of data points drawn from histogram data smoothed by a Kaiser window with a transition width,
D = 0.305 and maximum ripple size, δ = 1.4E − 05, can be seen in figure 1. This figure also plots the three
theoretical densities. The χ2 GoF results seen in figure 3, illustrate that the ICG prior density possesses the lowest
χ2 errors with respect to the Kaiser filtered data for the majority of cases. One can also observe that that the ICG
error decreases as the filter functions tend towards a Gaussian window function.
The Benford prior density also results in smaller χ2 error terms when compared with the Kitamoto prior density
and appears to closely follow the ICG prior density χ2 term, although every Benford error is greater than the
corresponding ICG error.
The GoF error for all three prior models significantly increases under two circumstances. The first circumstance
being when the window filter function is significantly larger than the objects of interest in the data. The concentric
spheroid bands in the simulated data have a finite width, and for particular sets of parameters for the Kaiser window
method, the window size is significantly larger than the widths of the bands. These occur from the lower left of
the windows in table I, thus for these cases, the error is significantly greater.
The second circumstance for large GoF errors for all three models is when the window filter function becomes
very small (less than 3 pixels wide). The result of a very small window is to cause digitization effects on the
resulting densities where a large number of the bins in the digital histograms are empty, thus contributing to a
larger error.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This investigation into theoretical prior densities for mixed signal problems is limited to cases where: the width
of the kernel for the acquisition process is smaller than the objects of interest affected by the mixing process; and
the PSF can be approximated by one of the FIR window filters designed using the Kaiser window method.
A methodology for modeling a density from the signal intensity domain PSF has been presented. This has
been illustrated with a Gaussian PSF model resulting in improved χ2 GoF for PSFs that approach a Gaussian.
This investigation has also high-lighted that the Benford prior density can be used as a plausible description of the
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mixing that results from signal processes characterized by a FIR filtering process using a finite window width. Each
of the theoretical prior mixing densities possess functional shape invariance given different sized window functions.
These new densities could find application in statistical analyzes of signals obtained with low-pass band-limited
signal acquisition processes.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the three theoretical prior mixing densities, Benford mixing density (gray line), Kitamoto mixing density (dotted line)
and the ICG mixing density (black line). Exemplar data points are also shown (squares) for the simulated data smoothed with a transition
width, D = 0.305 and maximum ripple size, δ = 1.4E − 05. These exemplar data points are typical of the data points produced via the
smoothing effect of the FIR filtering process.
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Fig. 2. Three window functions (lines) and their approximations using the Kaiser window design method (points superimposed). The Boxcar
window is given by the line joining the triangles; the Hamming window is given by the smooth line joining the squares; and a Gaussian
window joining the crosses.
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Fig. 3. χ2 GoF results for Benford (gray), Kitamoto (white) and Gaussian (black) prior mixture densities when compared with the
experimental mixture densities obtained by convolving simulated volumetric data sets with window functions designed using the Kaiser
window design methodology with parameters given in table I. (a) is for transition width, D=0.100; (b) is for transition width, D=0.125; (c)
is for transition width, D=0.156; (d) is for transition width, D=0.195; (e) is for transition width, D=0.244; and (f) is for transition width,
D=0.305.
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TABLE I
KAISER WINDOW PARAMETER VALUES: WINDOW WIDTHS, N FOR A GIVEN RIPPLE VALUE, δ (FRACTION OF MAXIMUM PASS BAND
GAIN) AND TRANSITION WIDTH, D,(FRACTION OF SAMPLE RATE).
Ripple Transition Widths, D
δ 0.100 0.125 0.156 0.195 0.244 0.305
9.0E-02 9 7 6 5 4 3
3.0E-02 16 13 10 8 6 5
1.0E-02 22 18 14 11 9 7
3.3E-03 29 23 19 15 12 9
1.1E-03 36 28 23 18 15 12
3.7E-03 42 34 27 22 17 14
1.2E-04 49 39 31 25 20 16
4.1E-05 56 44 36 28 23 18
1.4E-05 62 50 40 32 25 20
